Best selling combinations

HOST’s mixer unit explained
Wireless receiver/transmitter
module. Communicates
with main controller and
optional remote

Connection socket for
optional 10m data
cable (supplied)

Motorised flow
control valve

Simply connect to
a fused spur using
the supplied 1m
flying lead

Triton Showers
Triton Road
Nuneaton
Warwickshire
CV11 4NR

Installer Hotline:
+44 (0) 2476 378 320

Silent running motor
and pump version for
gravity fed cylinders.
(Not fitted on version
for mains fed combis
and cylinders)

Motorised shuttle
valve for blending
hot and cold

The mixer unit is
fastened to a flat
surface using
the four external
fixing lugs

Customer Services:
+44 (0) 2476 372 222

Brochure enquiries:
+44 (0) 24 7632 4460

Facebook chat:
m.me/TritonShowers
For brand new
bathrooms,
a flow restrictor can be
fitted in the outlet(s) to
achieve the required
water efficiency for
Building Regulations
Part G and the Home
Quality Mark.

Enquire:
technical@tritonshowers.co.uk
serviceenquiries@tritonshowers.co.uk

Website:

Simply push pipe into the
supplied push-fit connectors

Push-fit connectors with
integral isolation valves

EASE OF
INSTALLATION

GUIDE

HOST Cloud Grey
Digital Shower

HOST Black
Digital Shower

Single Outlet All In One Packs

HOST White
Digital Shower

Multi Outlet All In One Packs

Ceiling

Ceiling

OR

tritonshowers.co.uk

Wall Fed

OR
Ceiling Fed

Wall Fed and Ceiling Fed

Wall Fed and Ceiling Fed

HOSDMCRRCIRM
HOSDMCRRCIRMP

HOSDMCHHSQM
HOSDMCHHSQMP

Alternative riser rails included

9 l/min restriction is
popular offering a good
balance of water power
and efficiency
Ideal for combi boilers as the
performance is optimised by
fitting a flow restrictor in the
hot inlet of the mixer unit
(7 l/min <24kW or 9 l/min <30kW)

Digital Mixer Shower

HOSDMCRRCIRS
HOSDMCRRCIRSP

Pumped for gravity low pressure

Pumped for gravity low pressure

Individual Accessories

#firstthing
Triton Showers is a division of
Norcros Group (Holdings) Limited.
Triton Showers, Triton Road, Nuneaton,
Warwickshire CV11 4NR
It is our policy to improve the design and specification of our products and we reserve
the right to depart from the design given without prior notice. All information in this brochure may be subject to change after the date of printing. E&OE

MIX &
MATCH

If you prefer you can
pick individual items
see tritonshowers.co.uk

Remote Start Stop with
optional Warm Up
HOSDMRSS

Pumped for gravity low pressure

Plan & locate

Installing the HOST

STEP 3: Agree on where to put the mixer box
Choose the location of your mixer box.

Just follow these simple steps

Example shown is of the mixer box in the loft:

Roof space
Cupboard

STEP 1: Know your hot water system
Mains Combi

Mains Unvented Cylinder

HOST Mixer unit without pump
for mains high pressure

Gravity Fed Cylinder

HOST Mixer unit with pump
for gravity low pressure

*This diagram does not
show how a digital mixer
would be pumped

The through the ceiling riser
rail allows pipe to be routed
to the loft

This can be combined with a
through the ceiling fixed head

Only the mixed water outlet
pipes needs routing to the
shower area

Connect pipe to the supplied
push-fit fitting

The performance is
optimised for combi boilers by fitting
the supplied flow restrictor

The mixer unit can be connected
to the control using the 10 meter
cable supplied

Under bath

STEP 2: Decide how many outlets you would like
Both
Or

HOST Mixer unit with single outlet
for single showerhead

STEP 4: Choose the accessories for your selected outlet(s)
Examples:

HOST Mixer unit with multiple outlets
for two showerheads

Ceiling Fed Only

Wall Fed Only

Ceiling & Wall Fed

The control cable plugs into the
shower controller

or

Alternatively the shower controller
can be wireless, powered by
three AA batteries

To see the full installation video visit:

bit.ly/InstallHost

